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Existing surgical manipulators for MIS are typically structured as rigid and straight
arms or as soft arms that lack active deformation. Zhang et al. propose a soft
manipulator that can actively deform and navigate through a narrow and
constrained environment. This work provides a potential teleoperated MIS mode
for inaccessible lesion sites and thereby overcomes the challenges faced by
existing medical devices in healthcare.
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Fiber-reinforced soft polymeric manipulator with
smart motion scaling and stiffness tunability
Junshi Zhang,1,11,12,* Lei Liu,2,11 Yuyu Chen,3 Mingliang Zhu,2 Liling Tang,4 Chao Tang,5 Jun Shintake,6
Junjie Zhao,7 Jiankang He,3 Xiaoyong Ren,7 Pengfei Li,2 Qiang Huang,8,9 Huichan Zhao,5 Jian Lu,10,*
and Dichen Li3,*

SUMMARY

Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is emerging as a burgeoning mode
of medical treatment and is widely adopted in practical clinical operations. Here, we report a soft manipulator that can actively deform
and navigate through a narrow and constrained environment. Stiffness tunability, tremor filtration, and motion scaling capabilities are
incorporated to ensure the position and posture of the manipulator
during operation. Based on teleoperation through a handle shank,
we demonstrate the capability of navigating through a complex,
constrained, and narrow space of the human skeleton. By attaching
a camera and syringe needle at the front tip of the soft manipulator,
the capability of acupuncture treatment and in vivo drug delivery in
a medical mannequin is further demonstrated. Finally, autonomous
recognition and tracking systems are developed to ensure the surgeon can effortlessly teleoperate the soft manipulator to enter
the human body.
INTRODUCTION
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As the quality requirements of medical services increase, minimally invasive surgery
(MIS), which is a new method of clinical treatment, is being widely adopted.1,2
Compared with traditional open surgery, MIS has the advantages of a small incision,
little bleeding, light pain, few complications, and fast postoperative recovery, and it
is becoming the mainstream approach to medical surgery.3,4 In the future, MIS may
develop in the direction of passing through natural orifices, which requires fewer incisions. This development trend introduces high demands for minimally invasive
medical instruments, which must have the properties of multiple continuous degrees
of freedom (DOFs), reliable mechanical stability, and uninjurious contact with living
tissues and organs.
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In an MIS procedure, the surgical manipulator5,6 is a tool entering into the body, and
its DOFs, stability, and biosafety are key issues affecting the corresponding functions. At the present stage, most surgical manipulators used in MIS are typically
straight arms with high structural rigidity,7 such as the da Vinci surgical system.8 It
is well known that the Da Vinci system is in a structure of rigid and straight arms
that cannot actively deform or bend, which may increase the medical wound
numbers of MIS. However, future MIS requires the manipulator to be capable of
serpentine deformation, free endpoint operation, and a noninvasive approach for
tissues and organs,9 which are significantly challenging for traditional straight and
rigid arm structures. The emergence of soft matter and robots10–13 provides a
possible approach toward solving these difficult problems and strongly advances
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the development of medical devices.14–17 A soft robot consists of lightweight and
soft materials, such as gels,18,19 Very-High-Bond (VHB) elastomers,20 silicone elastomers,21,22 liquid dielectrics,23 and shape memory polymers.24,25 The typical actuation modes of soft robots include cable actuation,26 pneumatic actuation,27 thermal
actuation,28 humidity actuation,29 and electrical actuation.30 Soft robots have the
following advantages: (1) unlimited DOFs and high flexibility, which promote the
realization of complex morphology and positioning; (2) strong ability for environmental adaptation and compatibility with obstacles through active deformation;
and (3) flexible contact performance that is suitable to the operation of soft, fragile,
or complex objects.
Although soft robots have many gratifying advantages compared with traditional
rigid robots, they suffer from inevitable defects and face various challenges, such
as insufficient stiffness for target tasks. As the flexibility increases, the kinematic dexterity of soft robots and their environmental adaptability rapidly improve at the
expense of output force and motion accuracy. Hence, the excessive pursuit of a softening structure is not scientific or reasonable, and a certain degree of combined stiffness and softness can satisfy the complex requirements of actual applications.31 For
example, octopus tentacles and elephant trunks have the typical internal structure of
a hydrostatic skeleton.32,33 Different parts can be randomly selected for actuation
and stiffness adjustment to achieve good movement flexibility and strong environmental adaptability. Therefore, the introduction of stiffness-tunable capability into
a soft robot can effectively compensate for the stiffness deficiency and inherit its
characteristics of alternating softness and stiffness. In general, during the deformation process, the stiffness-tunable capability does not work to ensure the large
deformation; once the deformation is complete, the stiffness-tunable capability is
applied to induce the soft robot to become rigid to perform related tasks.
At present, active stiffness-tunable technologies mainly consider the structural
design, material properties, and jamming mechanism. Among them, stiffnesstunable technology based on a structural design typically uses a spring, motor,
and other components to achieve stiffness variation through mechanical design
and feedback control.34 Stiffness-tunable technology based on material properties
typically uses hybrid multi-material composites.35 The stiffness is adjusted by varying the related parameters, such as the temperature, electric field, and magnetic
field. For stiffness-tunable technology based on a jamming mechanism, elastic
film is used to wrap the inner medium and form a closed system.36,37 Jamming is
induced by the internal vacuum and external atmospheric pressure, which results
in improvement in structural stiffness.
Because of the versatile properties of soft robots, surgical manipulators and devices
have also evolved in the softening direction.5,6 In recent years, the field of medical
robots has emerged as a research area, and various surgical instruments have
been designed.38,39 Moreover, 3D printing technology has been employed to fabricate soft medical implants or physical tissues and organs.40–42 In particular, a soft
manipulator for MIS is in high demand and has been extensively developed. After
conducting a literature review, Smith and Fessler43 reported that there is
accumulating evidence supporting the effectiveness of MIS techniques with regard
to established minimally invasive spine surgery indicators. Similarly, Bacha and
Kalfa44 reviewed the key technologies in minimally invasive pediatric cardiac surgery. To understand the technologies in MIS, Runciman et al.45 carried out a
keyword search using the Web of Science and Scopus databases, applied inclusion
and exclusion criteria, and compared several indispensable characteristics of soft
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robotic devices used in MIS. Lang et al.46 developed a bioinspired elastic and
biocompatible hydrophobic light-activated adhesive (HLAA) for MIS. This HLAA
achieves a strong level of adhesion to wet tissue and is not compromised by preexposure to blood. Rahimli et al.47 described a simple technique that involves using a
mobilized falciform ligament flap in minimally invasive liver surgery. Ranzani et al.48
presented the design concept, fabrication, and experimental characterization of a
single modular flexible manipulator for MIS. As is known, in MIS, a soft manipulator
that actively deforms when moving through natural orifices should reduce the intraoperative pain and difficulty of postoperative recovery. Moreover, the ability of
maintaining the required position and posture after the deformation of the soft
manipulator ensures the success of MIS. Therefore, the fabrication of such a continuously deformable and stiffness-tunable soft manipulator is still urgently needed,
but various challenges prevent the universal application of MIS.
This paper proposes a soft manipulator for MIS that can actively deform and navigate
through a narrow and constrained environment, such as the mouth cavity, pharynx,
and larynx of humans. This soft manipulator comprises three units with a sequentially
growing diameter from the tip unit to the root unit. Moreover, stiffness-tunable capability is achieved using a jamming mechanism. Optimization strategies are proposed
to improve the actuation and stability performance of the proposed soft manipulator.
Subsequently, the bending angles and output forces of each unit are obtained. The stiffness-tunable characteristics, tremor filtration, and motion scaling capabilities of the soft
manipulator are investigated by applying a vacuum to enable the jamming mechanism.
Based on teleoperation through a handle shank, operation accuracy is measured and
demonstrated. This study demonstrates that the proposed manipulator is capable of
navigating through a complex, constrained, and narrow space of the human skeleton,
which is difficult with traditional straight arms or passive instruments. By attaching a camera and syringe needle at the front tip of the soft manipulator, teleoperated navigation
through the natural orifices of a medical mannequin and successful aiming at a predetermined target are achieved when accompanying acupuncture treatment and in vivo
drug delivery. Finally, the autonomous recognition and real-time tracking systems of human organs are developed to automatically capture and timely track the position of the
human mouth in the moving state, which can largely release the hand operation of the
surgeon and help to teleoperate the soft manipulator to enter the human body for
operation.

RESULTS
Design and fabrication
The soft manipulator with tunable stiffness is a structure with three segmented units:
tip unit, middle unit, and root unit (Figure 1). Each unit plays a specific role in MIS: the
tip unit is responsible for generating a large bending deformation and maintaining
operation accuracy, the middle unit is responsible for connecting the tip unit and
root unit and plays a transitional role, and the root unit is responsible for stabilizing
and supporting the integrated manipulator and achieving a range of spatial operation. The units deform in coordination with one another with individually controlled
actuation and stiffness tunability to achieve effective operation and environmental
adaptability, and they have the specific characteristic of alternating softness and
stiffness. The unit of a soft manipulator is a concentric tubular structure and comprises a pneumatic internal actuator and fiber-based stiffness-tunable jacket.
The fabricated process of the manipulator unit is presented in Figure 1A. The internal
actuator is a silicone substrate (Dragon Skin 30), wherein three chambers with a
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Figure 1. Design and fabrication process of the soft manipulator
(A) Design and fabrication process of the internal actuator and fiber-jamming jacket.
(B) Fiber ring installed onto the internal actuator.
(C) Silicon film (Ecoflex 0020) used to seal the fiber rings for the vacuum.
(D) Integrated soft manipulator with three units.

radial interval of 120 are uniformly distributed. The internal part of the internal actuator is the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) lining, which is lined with a circular hole as a
pathway for air pipes and operating instruments. The PDMS lining plays two essential roles: (1) it limits the inflation of the chamber to the interior and ensures that the
operating instruments are free of interference and (2) it constrains the elongation of
the central principal axis of the internal actuator and improves the bending capacity.
Because of the isotropic properties of silicone, the chamber may expand along the
axial, annular, and radial directions under pneumatic actuation, which may suppress
the bending deformation and induce instability49 (Figure S1A). Therefore, to prevent
the large expansion of the chamber along the annular and radial directions, nylon
fibers with a double-helix structure were designed to impose annular and radial constraints on the silicone substrate and form a silicone-fiber composite (Figure S1B).
Both ends of the internal actuator are sealed with caps to create a hermetically
sealed environment for pneumatic actuation (Figure S2). Based on the fiber-jamming
mechanism,50 we used a vacuum to produce friction between the fibers and establish a flexible constraint and stiffness tunability. In the fabrication process, plenty of
fibers are arranged unidirectionally on a rectangular plate by a winding machine.
Then, the arranged fibers are fixed together by tape and form a closed fiber ring.
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With an overlap region, the fabricated fiber rings undergo orderly attachment to the
internal actuator as stiffness-tunable jackets (Figure 1B). To reduce the bending
resistance, a silicon film (Ecoflex 0020) is used to seal the fiber rings and form a hermetically sealed environment for the vacuum (Figure 1C). Three fabricated units are
jointly assembled to form an integrated manipulator with nine pneumatic actuation
channels and three vacuum channels for stiffness adjustment (Figure 1D).
Performance-optimizing strategies
Because silicone-based pneumatic actuation is the main part of the soft manipulator, it is
necessary to investigate the effect of different silicone series on the actuation performance and determine the practical working materials. Silicone is a type of polymeric material with highly nonlinear characteristics, and shore hardness (SH)51 is typically used as
the key parameter for describing the performance of silicone. The gradient diagram of
SH for silicone is presented in Table S1. After analysis (Note S1; Figure S3), Dragon Skin
30 with Shore A30 was selected for the fabrication of the pneumatic internal actuator.
Using Abaqus 6.14, finite element analysis (FEA) was carried out for the internal actuator
with different chamber shapes (circle, sector, rectangle, semicircle, and triangle, with the
same cross-sectional area) (Note S2; Figure S4). Compared with other shapes, the effective area of the sector-shaped chamber ektexine is larger and the average thickness of
the chamber intine is thicker. Therefore, under the same pressure, the internal actuator
with the sector-shaped chamber has the maximum bending angle (Figure S4B). Hence,
the sector-shaped chamber was selected for the fabrication of the internal actuator.
Moreover, for a given length, the internal actuator diameter and the chamber size are
important parameters affecting the actuation performance. As presented in Figure 2A
and Table S2, three samples with different internal actuator diameters and chamber
sizes were manufactured. The bending angle and output force of the three samples
were experimentally measured under a pressure of 120 kPa (Figure 2B). As is known,
the effect of the diameter on the actuation performance is mainly reflected in the change
of resistance to deformation and thus affects the overall stiffness of the internal actuator.
As revealed by the experimental results, as the diameter increases, the bending angle
gradually decreases but the output force increases. Units with three diameters have their
own characteristics and are suited to the three parts of the segmented manipulator. The
unit with a diameter of 15 mm can satisfy the requirements of accurate operation and
flexible movement for the tip unit. The unit with a diameter of 19 mm can satisfy the requirements of good flexibility and connection capability for the middle unit. The unit
with a diameter of 23 mm can satisfy the requirements of large loading support capability and operation stability for the root unit. The dimensional differentiation of the
three units ensures the accurate and stable operation of the soft manipulator.
The core of fiber-jamming stiffness adjustment is the directional flexible constraint
under vacuum action and is mainly induced by friction between the fibers. Because
the soft manipulator performs bending deformation, the flexural stiffness should be
evaluated. The manipulator unit has a complex structure consisting of multi-material
composites, and the deformation-induced geometric nonlinearity makes the analysis of flexural stiffness difficult. In this study, the manipulator unit was considered
a complete flexible rod and the 2R pseudo-rigid-body model52 was used to calculate
the equivalent flexural stiffness (Note S3; Figures S5A and S5B). In the manufacturing
process of the stiffness-tunable jacket, an important step is to assemble the fiber
rings to the external surface of the internal actuator, where the arrangement modes
of the fiber rings may significantly affect the stiffness-tunable performance. There
are three fiber arrangement modes: syntropy, reverse, and reverse cross overlapping (Figure 2C). Under a jamming pressure of 90 kPa (the jamming pressure is
defined as the pressure difference between the chamber pressure and the ambient
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Figure 2. Optimization strategies for the soft manipulator
(A) Three samples with different internal actuator diameters and different chamber sizes were manufactured for the three parts of the segmented
manipulator.
(B) Bending angle and output force of the three samples.
(C) Three fiber arrangement modes (syntropy, reverse, and reverse cross overlapping) in the manufacturing process of stiffness-tunable jackets.
(D) Effect of fiber distribution density, fiber diameter, and arrangement mode on flexural stiffness.

pressure and represents the vacuum degree), the flexural stiffness of the manipulator
unit in the reverse cross overlapping mode is greater than that in the syntropy and
reverse overlapping modes (Figure 2D). Besides, with a fiber diameter of
0.165 mm, it was found that the flexural stiffness was gradually enhanced as the fiber
arrangement density increased. However, after a certain degree, this increase of
flexural stiffness tended toward saturation (Figure 2D). The reasons are as follows.
When the fiber density was less than 6 fibers per millimeter (6/mm), the fibers
were arranged with gaps. As the fiber density increased, the overlapping area between the fibers also increased, which significantly improved the stiffness-tunable
performance. When the fiber density was 6/mm, the fibers in the ring were closely
arranged. When the fiber density became larger than 6/mm, self-stacking of the fibers occurred, and the stacked fibers had a limited effect on the increase of the overlapping area between the fibers. The effect of fiber diameter on flexural stiffness is
not obvious when comparing three diameters of 0.148, 0.165, and 0.185 mm (Figure 2D). Therefore, after comprehensive consideration, fibers with a diameter of
0.165 mm and distribution density of 6/mm in the arrangement mode of reverse
cross were selected.
Bending angles and output forces
The ultimate pressure of each manipulator was measured under continuous pressurization until the actuation chamber failed. Because the manipulator unit has three
chambers, the average value of the ultimate pressure was adopted. The ultimate
pressure of the three manipulator units was 170 kPa (tip unit), 210 kPa (middle
unit), and 230 kPa (root unit). The bending angles of the manipulator unit were
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Figure 3. Bending angles and output forces of three manipulator units
(A) Mechanism of experimental measurement of the bending angle.
(B) Lifting a mass with pressure loading.
(C) Experimental setup of the output force.
(D) Relationships between bending angle and loading pressure of three manipulator units under single-chamber and double-chamber actuation.
(E) Relationships between output force and loading pressure of three manipulator units under single-chamber and double-chamber actuation.

measured under single-chamber and double-chamber actuation. A calibrated camera was used to capture the bending process, and the bending angle of the manipulator unit was obtained after image processing (Figure 3A). To intuitively perceive
the output force, we take the middle unit as an example and consider lifting a mass
by applying single-chamber actuation (Figure 3B; Video S1). The weight of the middle unit was approximately 50 g, and the weight of the lifted mass was 200 g. This
weight ratio of 1:4 demonstrates the strong output force capacity of the manipulator
unit. The experimental procedures performed on the output forces are as follows:
one end of the manipulator unit was fixed, and the other end was attached to the
probe of the force sensor to constrain the displacement (Figure 3C). To prevent
possible failure during the bending process and ensure the unabated capacity of
the manipulator unit, the loading pressure was set to less than the ultimate pressure;
that is, the range of loading pressure for each of the three units was 0–120 kPa (tip
unit), 0–160 kPa (middle unit), and 0–180 kPa (root unit), respectively.
With single-chamber and double-chamber actuation, the relationships between the
bending angle and the loading pressure of the three manipulator units were
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determined (Figure 3D). The shadowed area represents the measuring errors. As the
loading pressure increased, the bending angle first slowly increased and subsequently tended to increase dramatically. The reason is that when the loading pressure is relatively low, the induced deformation is not sufficient to generate the
impressive bending angle. By comparing the bending effects of each unit driven
by a single chamber and double chambers, it was found that the bending angles
driven by double chambers were larger compared with those driven by a single
chamber when high pressure was applied. Furthermore, during bending deformation, the stiffness-tunable jacket is considered extra resistance for the manipulator
unit. Therefore, the stiffness-tunable jacket restrains the bending angle of the
manipulator unit compared with that of a pure internal actuator (Table S3). Under
loading pressure in the previously mentioned ranges, the output forces of the three
manipulator units were obtained with simple-chamber and double-chamber actuation, in which the shadowed area represents the measuring errors (Figure 3E). As
the loading pressure increased, the output force first slowly increased and then
tended to increase dramatically, which is similar to the variation trend of the bending
angle. This result is attributed to the insufficient deformation induced by the low
loading pressure, which led to the applied pressure not being effectively converted
into the output force of the manipulator unit. Moreover, the output force driven by
the double chambers is larger than that driven by a single chamber. This trend becomes more pronounced as the loading pressure increases. Furthermore, under
an identical loading pressure, the output force gradually increases with the diameter
of the manipulator unit. Similar to the bending angle, the stiffness-tunable jacket
limits the output forces of the manipulator unit compared with those of a pure internal actuator (Table S4).
Stiffness tunability and motion scaling
The stiffness adjustment of the manipulator units is regulated by the jamming pressure. When the stiffness-tunable jacket is interlinked with the external environment,
the manipulator unit is in a free state, that is, the soft state. When a vacuum is performed and jamming pressure is applied to the stiffness-tunable jacket, the external
barometric pressure squeezes the nylon fibers together to form a jamming mechanism. The vacuum can be controlled by tuning the related jamming pressure and
is maintained to guarantee the required stiffness. Under this condition, the friction
between the fibers sharply increases, which constrains the deformation of the manipulator unit and induces the locking state, that is, the rigid state. Compared with the
particle jamming mechanism,53,54 fiber jamming has various advantages, such as
strong anisotropic characteristics, directional deformation jamming, and high volume utilization (which is particularly important for finite-volume MIS instruments).
The continuous stiffness adjustment of the manipulator unit can be achieved by varying the level of jamming pressure. Under a jamming pressure of 90 kPa, the flexural
stiffness of the three units was 0.081 N$m2 (tip unit), 0.134 N$m2 (middle unit), and
0.246 N$m2 (root unit), which is 7.36, 6.38, and 5.72 times higher, respectively, than
without jamming (Figure S5C).
The stiffness-tunable capability of the soft manipulator is further displayed by the
morphological characteristics. When a jamming pressure of 90 kPa was applied,
the single manipulator unit (here, the middle unit is considered as an example) not
only achieved horizontal self-support (50 g) but also could support an extra mass
of 100 g. However, the manipulator unit collapsed immediately after the jamming
pressure was unloaded (Figure 4A; Video S2). The total length of the soft manipulator with three units is approximately 430 mm, and its total weight is approximately
160 g. When a jamming pressure of 90 kPa is synchronously applied to all three units,
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Figure 4. Stiffness tunability, tremor filtration, and motion scaling of the soft manipulator
(A) The middle unit achieved horizontal self-support with a mass of 100 g when a jamming pressure of 90 kPa was applied, and it collapsed when the
jamming pressure was removed.
(B) The soft manipulator with three units achieved horizontal self-support when a jamming pressure of 90 kPa was synchronously applied, and it
collapsed when the jamming pressure was removed.
(C) Tremor filtration capability of the soft manipulator by adjusting the flexural stiffness under different jamming pressures.
(D) Experimental observation of motion scaling capability.
(E) Effect of jamming pressure on the bending angle and motion scaling of the soft manipulator.

the soft manipulator can achieve the horizontal self-support of a long cantilever,
which further demonstrates the proposed manipulator’s superior stiffness-tunable
capacity. However, rapid collapse occurs when the jamming pressure is removed
(Figure 4B).
In MIS, the soft manipulator’s ability to maintain the required position and posture is
critical. Nevertheless, the soft manipulator is inevitably disturbed by various potential collisions (such as collisions with tissues and organs),55,56 which may lead to
immeasurable instability. Hence, under single-chamber actuation (60 kPa), the
tremor filtration capability16,57 was measured by introducing a pneumatic disturbance (sinusoidal disturbance: amplitude of 10 kPa and frequency of 1 Hz) to mimic
potential collisions with tissues and organs. When a jamming pressure of 90 kPa was
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applied, the range of bending deformation induced by the disturbance was within
approximately 3 mm, and this range was enlarged to 14 mm after the jamming
pressure was unloaded (Figure 4C; Video S3). Hence, it is demonstrated that the
stiffness-tunable jacket remarkably strengthens the tremor filtration capability of
the soft manipulator and ensures the operation stability during MIS. Moreover,
the effect of possible hand tremor and unconscious movement by the surgeon58
can be filtered and minimized during an MIS procedure. In addition, MIS with a
soft manipulator can be performed by controlling a handle shank through teleoperation (Note S4; Figure S6). By tuning the jamming pressure, the flexural stiffness of
the soft manipulator can be adjusted to achieve different motion scalings (the ratio
of the bending angles between the soft manipulator and the handle shank)59,60 for
the bending angle of the soft manipulator under identical joystick motion in the
handle shank (the actuation pressure increases from 0 to 100 kPa when the joystick
turns 60 ) (Figure 4D; Video S4). Compared with the free state without jamming pressure, the motion scalings of the bending angle were approximately 0.46 (jamming
pressure of 10 kPa), 0.32 (jamming pressure of 20 kPa), and 0.21 (jamming pressure
of 30 kPa) (Figure 4E). The realization of this exceptional function is based on the
structural improvement of the soft manipulator. Notably, this is different from the
realization of the da Vinci surgical system, which is based on a complicated controlling strategy.61,62
Operation accuracy
Because the soft manipulator has the desirable characteristics of continuous deformation and infinite DOFs, it is necessary to quantitatively determine surgical safety
during an operation. As the method for modeling a continuous manipulator with
redundant DOFs, we adopted a modified Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) procedure33,63,64 to establish the kinematics model of the proposed soft manipulator
(Note S5; Figures S7A–S7C). According to the established kinematic model, the
theoretical positioning and posture of the soft manipulator were predicted and
found to be reasonably consistent with the actual conditions (Figure S7D). The space
and accuracy of the operation were measured to quantify the manipulator’s motion
capability. In the operation process, when the tip and middle units of the manipulator remained straight and the operation was solely actuated by the root unit, the
contour envelope that the tip unit could reach was equal to the maximum operation
space. In the measuring process, the soft manipulator was vertically fixed onto the
substrate and jamming pressure was applied to the tip and middle units to induce
the stiffness adjustment and maintain a straight position. The laser tracker ION
(FARO) was used to record the contour envelope of the tip of the soft manipulator
(Figure 5A). The maximum operation space of the soft manipulator can be considered an approximately semi-ellipsoid wrapped by six curves, with a long axis of
430 mm and a short axis of 180 mm (Figure 5B). The soft manipulator was fixed
onto the substrate, and the free end of the tip unit was guided to approach the target
points to measure operation accuracy (Figure 5C). Eight target points in the
maximum space of the soft manipulator were selected, and the tip was controlled
to guide the target head toward a target point (Figure 5D). The target head coordinates were recorded using a coordinate measuring machine (Leitz Infinity, Hexagon),
and errors in relation to the coordinates of the target points were obtained. Except
for the large error of a particular point (3.94 mm), the errors of all other points were
within 2 mm. The average error of the eight points was calculated as 1.66 mm (Table
S5). Operation accuracy was further investigated by targeting a predetermined object. By installing a pen at the tip, the manipulator was teleoperated to seek and dip
in ink and then seek and mark predrawn target circles with different diameters (Figure 5E; Video S5). The number of markers in the target circles was used to assess the
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Figure 5. Operation accuracy of the soft manipulator
(A) A laser tracker was used to record the contour envelope of the soft manipulator’s tip.
(B) The maximum operation space of the soft manipulator was an approximately semi-ellipsoid wrapped by six curves, with a long axis of 430 mm and a
short axis of 180 mm.
(C) Using the coordinate measuring machine, the free end of the tip unit was guided to approach the target points to measure operation accuracy.
(D) Eight target points in the contour envelope were selected to measure operation accuracy by comparing the coordinates of the target head and a
selected target point.
(E) By attaching a pen at the tip, the manipulator was teleoperated to dip in ink and mark predrawn target circles with different diameters.

accuracy rate of the soft manipulator. For a circle with a diameter of 10 mm, the accuracy rate of the operation was approximately 83.3% after 30 target-seeking attempts. However, when the circle diameter was enlarged to 30 mm, the accuracy
rate of the operation reached up to 100% (Table S6). These results reveal that a level
of repeatable precision measurement can be achieved using the proposed soft
manipulator and teleoperation technology.
Teleoperated navigation and in vivo drug delivery
The soft manipulator in MIS is required to reach the operative site by actively navigating through the natural orifices of humans (Figure 6A).39,65,66 The capability of
the proposed soft manipulator for navigation through a human skeleton was investigated based on teleoperation using a handle shank (Figure 6B). The soft manipulator was fixed to a substrate, and a human skeleton with a premarked lesion site
was placed nearby and kept still. Using the handle shank, the manipulator was synergistically controlled to reach the marked site through a natural cavity (mouth,
pharynx, larynx, and esophagus) of the human skeleton. The manipulator was first
guided to approach and enter the mouth under integral regulation. After the tip
end reached the pharynx and larynx, the large bending deformation of the tip
unit led the manipulator to pass through the throat and enter the esophagus,
accompanied by the cooperative control of the two other units. Thereafter, the
middle and root units coordinated to make the tip unit fully enter the esophagus
of the human skeleton. Finally, the large bending deformation of the tip unit was
triggered to make the manipulator reach the lesion site with the coordinating
cooperation of the middle unit. Hence, the teleoperated navigation and targeting
capacity of the soft manipulator in a human skeleton is demonstrated. Traditional
straight-arm medical robots must cooperate with a large amount of feed motion to
complete an interventional action,2,67 whereas the proposed soft manipulator can
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Figure 6. Teleoperated navigation and in vivo drug delivery
(A) Navigation and operation of the soft manipulator in the human body.
(B) Teleoperated navigation of the soft manipulator as it approaches a predetermined lesion site in the human skeleton.
(C) The performed mannequin was placed under the mounted soft manipulator.
(D) Process of acupuncture treatment and in vivo drug delivery using the soft manipulator.

directly realize an interventional action through large deformation without the coordination of feed motion.
The actual operation capability of the soft manipulator after entering the human
body and reaching the lesion site is extremely crucial. As mentioned previously,
the soft manipulator has a hollow structure, wherein the surgical instruments
required in MIS can be arranged. Therefore, we used a medical mannequin to
explore the soft manipulator’s capability for acupuncture treatment and in vivo
drug delivery through teleoperation (Video S6). First, a miniature camera and a
puncture needle were attached to the tip of the soft manipulator and the wires
and pipes were routed through the hollow cavity (Figure 6C). Subsequently, the
soft manipulator was installed onto a rigid mechanical arm to bring it into a state
of free droop, and the mannequin on which the surgical operation would be performed was placed under the mounted soft manipulator (Figure 6C). The MIS
process is presented from two viewpoints: external view (top parts in Figure 6D)
and internal view (bottom parts in Figure 6D). The external views were used to record
the MIS process, and the internal views were mainly used to tune the active
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deformation of the soft manipulator, adapt to the curved body cavity of humans, and
search for the target lesion site of the surgical operation. With the coordination of
the miniature camera and using the handle shank, we regulated the soft manipulator
to enter the mannequin through the mouth. The bending deformation of the soft
manipulator was triggered to ensure that the puncture needle approached the
target lesion site (an embedded blood vessel). At this moment, the soft manipulator
was stiffened by the application of jamming pressure, which enabled the posturemaintaining capability required to puncture the blood vessel. With the propulsive
feed motion of the rigid mechanical arm, the needle punctured the target blood
vessel under structural stiffening of the soft manipulator. Finally, through the puncture needle and related pipes, in vivo drug delivery was performed to enable MIS
using the proposed soft manipulator.
Autonomous recognition and tracking of human organs
To quickly achieve the interventional operation of the soft manipulator, we developed
the recognition and tracking systems of human organs, which ensure that the soft
manipulator can accurately identify the target organs and timely track their positions
in the moving state. Taking an external organ, the human mouth, as an example, a
recognition system (Figure S8A) was developed to detect the position of the patient’s
face and mouth (Figure 7A). The recognition system accurately captures the position
of the human face and mouth, regardless of whether the human head is in a state of rotation or parallel translation (Video S7). On this basis, we developed a real-time tracking
system of the human mouth (Figure S8B) that can automatically and timely track and
locate the human mouth in the moving state (Figure 7B; Video S8). The automated
recognition and tracking systems can largely release the hand operation of the surgeon.
On the premise of automatically locating a patient’s organs with lesions, it would be
effortless for the surgeon to teleoperate the soft manipulator to enter the human
body for operation through the handle shank.

DISCUSSION
Existing surgical manipulators are typically structured as rigid and straight arms7,8 and
have the advantages of high strength, high precision, and fast speed. Alternatively,
they have a soft structure that cannot actively deform and operate under the constraint
of natural orifices. However, rigid and straight manipulators or soft manipulators without
active deformation68,69 face significant challenges when operating on soft and fragile
human tissues and organs. With regard to the requirements of actual applications, we
manufactured a soft manipulator with tunable stiffness, which has the advantages of
active motion with multiple DOFs, strong capability of adapting to the operating environment, and flexible contact with the operative site.
By assembling the internal actuator and stiffness-tunable jacket, we fabricated the
tip unit, middle unit, and root unit of the soft manipulator, with diameters of 18,
22, and 26 mm, respectively. The maximum bending angles of the three manipulator
units were 164 , 93 , and 84 , and the maximum output forces were 0.362, 0.984,
and 1.667 N, respectively. The flexural stiffness of the three manipulator units under
a jamming pressure of 90 kPa was 0.081, 0.134, and 0.246 N$m2, respectively, which
is 7.36, 6.38, and 5.72 times higher, respectively, than under the natural state. The
integrated manipulator containing three units has a total length of 430 mm, total
weight of 160 g, and average diameter of 22 mm (the ratio of length to diameter
is up to 20:1). To ensure the accurate operation of MIS, the stiffness tunability,
tremor filtration, motion scaling capabilities, and operating space and accuracy of
this soft manipulator were demonstrated.
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Figure 7. Autonomous recognition and tracking of the human mouth
(A) Recognition system to discern the human face and mouth.
(B) Real-time oral tracking system to automatically locate and track the human mouth in the moving
state.

Through a handle shank, the ability to navigate through a human skeleton and target
a lesion site using teleoperation was achieved. By attaching a miniature camera and
a puncture needle at the tip of the manipulator, the actual operation capability was
comprehensively explored after entering a medical mannequin and reaching the
target blood vessel. With the propulsive feed motion of the rigid mechanical arm,
acupuncture treatment and in vivo drug delivery were performed through the teleoperation of the soft manipulator. Meanwhile, a recognition system was developed
to capture the position of the human face and mouth. Furthermore, a real-time oral
tracking system was developed to automatically and timely track and locate the human mouth in the moving state. The soft manipulator is expected to provide a new
design scheme and manufacturing technology for the development of MIS instruments that will enable a range of MIS procedures that are unavailable with existing
techniques. In summary, the fabricated soft manipulator provides a potential teleoperated MIS mode for inaccessible lesion sites and thereby overcomes the challenges
faced by existing medical devices in healthcare.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Resource availability
Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to
and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Junshi Zhang (junshi.zhang@nwpu.edu.cn).
Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability
All data needed to evaluate the conclusions in this paper are present in the paper
and/or the Supplemental information.
Fabrication of the internal actuator
The manufacturing process of the internal actuator is as follows: casting and molding of
the silicone body, casting and molding of the PDMS lining, assembly of the silicone
body and PDMS lining, arrangement of double-helix fibers, and fabrication of caps.
(1) Casting and molding of the silicone body: the body consists of platinum-catalyzed silicone rubber from Smooth-On, which includes two components.
Components A and B were evenly mixed at a volume ratio of 1:1 and injected
into the molding. Then, the mixed materials were placed into a vacuum drying
oven and baked for 45 min at 50 C for curing. Finally, the silicone body was
obtained by demolding.
(2) Casting and molding of the PDMS lining: the lining consists of Sylgard 184 series PDMS from Dow Corning. The raw material and curing agent were evenly
mixed at a mass ratio of 10:1 and then injected into the molding. The mixed
materials were placed into a vacuum drying oven and baked for 3 h at 50 C for
curing. Finally, the PDMS lining was obtained by demolding.
(3) Assembly of the silicone body and PDMS lining: an adhesive (SIL-Poxy,
Smooth-On) was coated onto the external surface of the PDMS lining to
strengthen the bonding with the silicone body.
(4) Arrangement of double-helix fibers: the nylon fibers were arranged as a double helix on the external surface of the silicone-PDMS body and fixed with an
adhesive.
(5) Fabrication of caps: the caps were manufactured by 3D printing and bonded
to the two ends of the fiber-silicone-PDMS composite structure for sealing.
The actuation pressure pipes are drawn from one cap end.
Fabrication of the stiffness-tunable jacket and integration of the soft
manipulator
The manufacturing process of the stiffness-tunable jacket entails the fiber arrangement, fiber bunching and bonding, and integrated encapsulation.
(1) Fiber arrangement: the nylon fibers are drawn from the wiring roller and connected to a wiring board, and tension is maintained by the friction between
rollers. Moreover, as the motors start, the wiring roller and wiring board are
separately actuated to rotary motion and linear motion such that the nylon fibers are evenly arranged on the wiring board.
(2) Fiber bunching and bonding: the fibers on the wiring board are fixed and
bonded using an adhesive and are cut into several bunches. The produced fiber bunches are made into rings and are crisscross bonded to the external
surface of the internal actuator.
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(3) Integrated encapsulation: the jamming pressure pipes are drawn from one
end cap (identical to the actuation pressure pipes). Then, a silicone film (Ecoflex 0020) with a thickness of 1 mm is used for encapsulation along both caps,
and the overall fabrication of the soft manipulator is completed.
Experimental measurement
The experimental platform consisted of the actuation module, stiffness-tunable
module, and information collection module. The soft manipulator was installed
onto the operation platform, wherein a force sensor (GSO-500, Transducer Techniques) was embedded to measure the output force. In addition, the operation platform contained multiple chutes and threaded holes for mounting other equipment
to assess the performance of the tested manipulator. The actuation module included
an air compressor and pneumatic control cabinet. The pneumatic control cabinet
contained nine precise pressure valves (IR2010-02, SMC), which can realize realtime and independent control of nine channels of actuation pressure. The stiffness-tunable module included a vacuum pump and three precise pressure valves
(IRV10-C06, SMC), which can realize real-time and independent control of three
channels of jamming pressure. The information collection module consisted of a personal computer (PC) and two cameras (LifeCamStudio, Microsoft). The cameras were
used to capture the position and posture of the measured manipulator, and the computer analyzed and processed the collected information.
Human participants
The human participants (Figure 7; Videos S7 and S8) consented to take part in the
study, and their participation was approved by the ethics committee of Xi’an Jiaotong University.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.xcrp.
2021.100600.
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